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 1060s the game was awarded runner-up prize in the Game Critics Awards and PC Gamers best racing game of 2005, and was a
runner up for Best Simulation Game in the Game Developers Choice Awards. It includes an extensive array of modifications

and tuning parts, and is considered by some to be the most accurate portrayal of car racing available. In the Midnight Club
series, players race a variety of cars around a large open world with four player split-screen co-operative multiplayer game

modes available. Gameplay Midnight Club 3 has an open world environment as opposed to a linear storyline, the player must
complete races in order to earn money and unlock cars and upgrades. The game has "weighted racing" where the player is given
a minimum time limit of two minutes for a race, and the player's life is put at risk if they exceed this time limit. Because of this,
the player is encouraged to stop at designated pits to "spend" the excess time. If the player is very lucky, they may be able to be
passed during the race without it counting against their life. Players may race solo or in cooperative split-screen gameplay with
up to four other players. These gameplay modes are shown as four bright orange and blue dots over the top of the main grid.

When the game begins, players who are in the same division in split-screen play-are colored in the same orange and blue colour.
Midnight Club 3: Dub Edition features the ability to modify cars. As the player progresses through the game, a ranking system
for cars is built up to determine which cars are the most desirable and which may be purchased. Car parts are available in the

game, and the player can upgrade the performance of their car through the use of these parts. Car parts are purchased using the
in-game currency, which is acquired by completing events and races in the game. There are also a series of documents called

"special parts", which appear on the game's loading screen. These parts are unlocked if the player acquires a specific percentage
of the game's three main licenses: street racing, motocross, and endurance. There is also a large roster of cars to unlock, some of

which are licensed from the Real Racing franchise, and many of which are unique to the game. The player begins with the
Ferrari F430, and can unlock and customize a wide variety of cars from Lamborghini, Audi, BMW, 82157476af
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